Corporate Entertainment & Team Building Options

ROBBY FOLDVARI

B Ec, Dip Ed

TRIPLE WORLD BILLIARDS CHAMPION
CAPTAIN OF AUSTRALIAN WORLD CUP SNOOKER TEAM
THE WORLD’S BEST COMBINED SNOOKER AND BILLIARDS PLAYER
AS SEEN ON NATIONAL TV SHOWS WITH HIS FAMOUS TRICKSHOTS
AN OFFICIAL WPBSA COACH

R

obby has won many tournaments around the world while also
performing exhibitions and coaching in over 30 countries, some of
his unique achievements include;
 Robby’s first cue is in the National Sports Museum at the MCG.
 Apart from Walter Lindrum, the only other Australian to win the World
Professional Billiards Championship
 Performed for the Vice President of India and the King of Thailand
 Runner Up to Pat Cash in the Caltex/Herald Sportsman of the Year Award

 IDEAL TO ENTERTAIN CLIENTS OR STAFF
 PRE DINNER ICE BREAKER
 AFTER DINNER ENTERTAINMENT
 COCKTAIL PARTY ENTERTAINMENT
 PRODUCT LAUNCH
 PARTY ENTERTAINMENT
Various venues available,
or we come to your venue - billiard tables supplied.

E xhibition of trick shots and playing audience members
An audience can watch the unique trick shots of Robby which are presented in an entertaining manner; you do not even
have to be a player to enjoy the show. You can select some guests to play Robby, these players can receive a signed
certificate that they have played against a World Champion.
The exhibition is played in a light hearted manner with Robby talking about the past history of the game and his travels.
The amount of people who can watch this show depends on the area around the table.
The above can take from 20minutes to 3 hours depending on your needs and how many people you wish Robby to play.

T eam building
Coaching and Competition
Your staff, clients and guests can be placed in teams and coached by the World Champion and arguably the world’s
most qualified coach.
Guests will receive coaching tips that they can refer to every time they pick up a cue for the rest of their lives, which will
bring back memories of their unique experience you have provided for them
Robby can assist players by walking around as players compete or in a more formal structured style as stated below.
In a group, guests listen to Robby and see him exhibit a coaching tip. After a coaching tip, groups will attempt various
training drills, with each group member having alternate shots which can add to their group scores.
Foldvari will then perform another training drill at pool which the team members will try and replicate. Specifically
designed Score Sheets are provided. Team winners of the event can be awarded prizes, while participants will receive
World Association Coaching Certificates.

E vent management
Multi player games
Foldvari can facilitate the playing of a billiard game with many competitors at the same time.
These events can be formatted into team events. There is a vast amount of luck in these specifically designed events
so it is a great leveller amongst competitors.
We are sure no matter what the gender or age of your guests they will enjoy this unique event.

M otivational speaker
Robby can give an inspiring talk on excellence, how he trained to become the best he could be, a World Champion
against the odds, following his dream and moving to the UK to win the world championship.
Foldvari can also tailor his speech to the topic of changing direction and retraining as he went from an Accountant
at BHP to world traveller and World Champion, reaching the pinnacle of his chosen profession.

Some of the organisations Robby Foldvari has performed with, in partnership, around the world are;

BMW, LEXUS, SOFITEL, STANDARD & POOR’S, DELOITTE ,
TATTERSALL, ANZ, RACV, CROWN CASINO, PIRELLI,
GANDEL GROUP, FLORSHEIM, ESSENDON FOOTBALL CLUB,
CARLTON & UNITED , MCG, PHILLIP MORRIS, ERICSSON,
KELLY RECRUITMENT, DIRECTIONEERING, LANDER & ROGERS,
SEAGRAM, MADDOCKS
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